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The Kaiser was much more skeptical, and did not alto*
gether endorse Wangenheimjs enthusiasm. Commenting on
Mahmud Shevket's plans quoted above, he wrote: "Many
good intentions, but much that is fantastic! In reality
this employment of various European nations for Turkey's
internal affairs is a grand bridge to intrigues and the parti-
tion of Turkey! It is not so simple to set bounds to the
Powers and restrict them to their duties! Especially not
the British;" and he feared that a reorganized Turkish
army might "also be used against us or the Bagdad Rail-
way."2*2 However, in spite of these reflections of the
moment, the Kaiser had already approved the idea of Ger-
man military instructors, and later urged that the slow
arrangements for it be hurried up. On the whole, as he told
the Russians in the fall, he seems to have regarded the
mission as primarily a military, rather than a political,
affair.
The Porte early notified the British Government of the
project,263 and it was discussed in a general way with the
Tsar and King George upon their visit to Berlin on May
24 to attend the wedding of the Kaiser's daughter to the
Gueif Duke of Brunswick. The Kaiser informed them of
the Turkish request for German officers: "The Tsar as
well as King George were wholly agreed. The King said:
'It is quite natural that they should turn to you for officers
to reorganize their Army. We are asked to send people
a«GJP., XXXVIII, 201.
2«3 Wangenheim to Berlin Foreign Office, May 26, 1913 (ibid., p. 49):
"In the undeveloped conditions here the administration and gendarmerie
need unconditionally the support of the army. Therefore a basic Anglo-
German understanding concerning the work of reform is imperative. The
Porte has informed London that the reorganization of the army and
instruction is to fall to Germany. The English Embassy counsellor said
to me day before yesterday of his own accord: 'Whether Germany and
England want to or not, they will be led by necessity to uphold Turkey.1"
Grey told Lichnowsky on May 3Q that he agreed with Germany in wish-
ing to preserve and strengthen Turkey, but thought all the Powers ought
to fcseist in the reform work <*6wL, p. 55 note).

